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indicated by the properties of its ultraviolet spectrum (Supplementary Information). Inward nuclear flow and a contribution from an
AGN plausibly explain the relatively large nuclear velocity dispersion
(Fig. 2c) that is not accounted for by the disk rotation model.
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The rapid formation of a large rotating disk galaxy
three billion years after the Big Bang
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Observations and theoretical simulations have established a
framework for galaxy formation and evolution in the young
Universe1–3. Galaxies formed as baryonic gas cooled at the centres
of collapsing dark-matter haloes; mergers of haloes and galaxies
then led to the hierarchical build-up of galaxy mass. It remains
unclear, however, over what timescales galaxies were assembled
and when and how bulges and disks—the primary components of
present-day galaxies — were formed. It is also puzzling that the
most massive galaxies were more abundant and were forming stars
more rapidly at early epochs than expected from models4–7. Here
we report high-angular-resolution observations of a representative luminous star-forming galaxy when the Universe was only
20% of its current age. A large and massive rotating protodisk is
channelling gas towards a growing central stellar bulge hosting an
accreting massive black hole. The high surface densities of gas, the
high rate of star formation and the moderately young stellar ages
suggest rapid assembly, fragmentation and conversion to stars of
an initially very gas-rich protodisk, with no obvious evidence for a
major merger.
Imaging spectroscopy of high-redshift galaxies at high angular
resolution of well understood rest-frame optical spectral diagnostics
is now becoming feasible with advanced instruments on large
ground-based telescopes. This promises new empirical information
about the crucial epoch of galaxy evolution near a cosmological
redshift z , 2, about 3 billion years after the Big Bang, when the
Universe was about 20% of its present age. We have recently begun a
study of a representative sample of z , 2–3 star-forming galaxies,
selected on the basis of their rest-frame ultraviolet/optical fluxes and
colours, with the near-infrared integral field spectrometer SINFONI
on the Very Large Telescope of the European Southern Observatory8,9. Our first results10 revealed that fairly large and massive
protodisk galaxies were present already at z , 2–3. However, we
did not have sufficient resolution to distinguish unambiguously
between a merger and a disk interpretation, or to resolve the bulge
and disk components. For one of these luminous star-forming
galaxies, BzK-15504 (z ¼ 2.38; refs 11, 12), the presence of a nearby
star and excellent atmospheric conditions allowed us to take full
advantage of the adaptive optics mode of SINFONI. We achieved an

bution and kinematics of spectroscopic tracers in unprecedented
detail. Ha line emission tracing ionized gas in many compact starformation complexes is distributed over an extended region of
diameter ,1.6 00 (13 kpc), approximately centred on the continuum
peak (Fig. 1). The Ha surface brightness distribution is somewhat
asymmetric (the emission towards the northwest is significantly
brighter) but low-level Ha emission is detected over a comparable
area in both northwest and southeast quadrants. Similarly asymmetric distributions of the bright ionized gas are often seen in
otherwise symmetric, local-Universe disk galaxies. There they reflect
the instantaneous distribution of the youngest star-forming regions
and, in some cases, of dust extinction13,14. The velocity field of Ha is
remarkably symmetric and is described very well by a combination of
circular motion (rotation) in the outer parts and strong radial flow in
the nuclear region. BzK-15504 also has a bright near-nuclear concentration of H a emission, accompanied by wider lines of
450 km s21 full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) (Figs 1 and 2,
and Supplementary Information).
In the outer regions (r . 0.4 00 ) the highest-velocity and lowestvelocity H II region complexes are found at position angle ,248 west
of north, which is also the morphological major axis. Along this axis
the absolute values of the mean line velocities (relative to the systemic
velocity) increase sharply with distance from the centre and reach a
constant value at jrj . 0.4 00 (Fig. 2b). Along the minor axis in the
blue-shifted northwestern quadrant the absolute values of the mean
velocities decrease smoothly on each side of the major axis (Figs 1 b–i
and 2d). Taken together, these characteristics constitute compelling
qualitative evidence for rotation in a disk inclined with respect to the
sky plane15. For quantitative modelling we adopted an azimuthally
symmetric exponential disk (see Supplementary Information),
which fits the data very well. The best-fitting models from x 2
minimization (Table 1) have a radial exponential scale length of
4.5 kpc, a maximum circular velocity of 230 km s21 and an overall
dynamical mass of 1.1 £ 1011 solar masses (M () within r , 8 kpc.
Although the ionized gas in BzK-15504 is therefore clearly a large
rotating disk, the question arises whether this conclusion also holds
for the underlying galaxy as a whole, or whether a merger configuration might not also be possible. The possibility of a major merger
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Evolution of giant star-forming clumps

Clumpiness & velocity dispersion go together?

Fig. 3.— Same as Fig. 2, but for run 0B, where a primordial bulge of 10% of the disk mass is initially present in the model. The initial bulge stars are not shown here; only
the gas and stars from the initial disk are shown.

Elmegreen & Bournard (2008)

• Uniform Hα kinematic sample from large
volume

• Analyse high S/N 2D dynamics same as z~2
• Test SB effects, artificial redshifting, 2D TullyFisher
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• Analyse high S/N 2D dynamics same as z~2
• Test SB effects, artificial redshifting, 2D TullyFisher

• 90 galaxies from SDSS
• IFU observations covering ~ 30 kpc
• Spatial resolution 2.3 kpc (≈AO at z=2)
• Spectral resolution 10 km/s
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Coming later....
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OSIRIS: OH-Suppressing IR Integral field Spectrograph

LGS AO observations of 13 WiggleZ z=1.5 galaxies

Why?
•

•

High-S/N and resolution sample

•

First objects with highly detailed kinematic
maps at z=1.5

•

50 mas pixel sampling! (c.f. 100 mas on
LBGs)

Different SFR regime

•
•

Can we tell mergers from disks?
What physics is driving the SFR? (Infall?
Mergers?)

The Sample: WiggleZ Super-Starbursts
13 - OSIRIS Hα detections of Wigglez galaxies

‣ z ~ 1.28-1.46
‣ [OII] SFRs >100 M⊙/yr
‣ 1-2 hr observations
‣ 8 with [NII]λ6583 detections
‣ 4/13 Velocity gradient
‣ 5/13 Dispersion dominated
‣ 4/13 ‘Train wrecks’
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The Sample: Dispersion Dominated
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The Sample: ‘Train Wrecks’
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Fig. 3.— Same as Fig. 2, but for run 0B, where a primordial bulge of 10% of the disk mass is initially present in the model. The in
the gas and stars from the initial disk are shown.
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Key Points

• High-dispersion galaxies EXIST locally
• Rare, some are disk galaxies
• SFR pumps turbulent dispersion? New scaling?
SNe?

• High-SFR z=1.5 follow same relation
• Even up to very high-SFR & σ
• Very high SFRs / SNR but still look like disks!
• Highest SFR & σ is for single clump objects
• Does this signal the instant of bulge formation?
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